Minnesota Rules: Amendments and Additions
NOTICE: How to Follow State Agency Rulemaking in the State Register
TheState Register is the official source, and only complete listing, for all state agency rulemaking in its various stages. State agencies
are required to publish notice of their rulemaking action in the State Register. Published every Monday, the State Register makes it easy to follow
and participate in the important rulemaking process. Approximately 75 state agencies have the authority to issue rules. Each agency is assigned
specificMinnesota Rulechapter numbers. Every odd-numbered year the Minnesota Rules are published. This is a ten-volume bound collection
of all adopted rules in effect at the time. Supplements are published to update this set of rules. Proposed and adopted emergency rules do not
appear in this set because of their short-term nature, but are published in the State Register.
If an agency seeks outside opinion before issuing new rules or rule amendments, it must publish a NOTICE OF INTENT TO SOLICIT
OUTSIDE OPIN ION in theOfficial Notices section of the State Register.When rules are first drafted, state agencies publish them as Proposed
Rules,along with a notice of hearing, or notice of intent to adopt rules without a hearing in the case of noncontroversial rules. This notice asks
for comment on the rules as proposed. Proposed emergency rules and withdrawn proposed rules are also published in the State Register. After
proposed rules have gone through the comment period, and have been rewritten into their final form, they again appear in the State Register as
Adopted Rules. These final adopted rules are not printed in their entirety in the State Register, only the changes made since their publication as
Proposed Rules. To see the full rule, as adopted and in effect, a person simply needs two issues of the State Register, the issue the rule appeared
in as proposed, and later as adopted. For a more detailed description of the rulemaking process, see the Minnesota Guidebook to State Agency

Services.

TheState Register features partial and cumulative listings of rules in this section on the following schedule: issues 1-13 inclusive; issues 1425 inclusive; issue 26, cumulative for issues 1-26; issues 27-38 inclusive; issue 39, cumulative for 1-39; issues 40-SI inclusive; and issue 52,
cumulative for 1-52. An annual subject matter index for rules appears in August. For copies of the State Register,a subscription, the annual
index,theMinnesota Rules or theMinnesota Guidebook to State Agency Services, contact the Print Communications Division, 117 University
Avenue. St. Paul, MN 55155 (612) 297-3000ortoll-free in Minnesota 1-800-9747.
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1230.0100; .1400; .1500; .1550; .1600; .1700; .1800;
.1810: .1820: .1830: .1850; .1860; .1900
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362
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.5600; .5700; .5950; .6000; .6700; .7100; .7400; .7500;
.8300; .8401: .85 10; .8560; .8601; .8604; .8609(adopted) .. 1595
1405.0200; .0300; .1400; .1800 (adopted)
1595
1595
1400.1300; .5100s.4,5; .8402; .8613 (repealed)
1405.2800 (repealed)
1595

Agriculture Department
1500.0101-. 1501 (proposed)
1500.0101; .0201; .0301; .0401; .0501; .0601; .0701;
.0801; .0901; .1001; .1101; .1201; .1301; .1401; .1501
(proposed rules withdrawn)
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.0900; .1000; .1100; .1200; .1300; .1400; .1500; .1600;
.1700; .2200; .2300; .2400; .2500; .2600; .2700; .2800;
.2900; .3000; .3 100; .3200 (proposed repealer)
1500.0100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700;
0800; .0900; .1000; .1100; .1200; .1300; .1400; .1500;
.1600; .1700; .2200; .2300; .2400; .2500; .2600; .2700;
.2800; .2900; .3000; .3 100; .3200 (proposed
repealer withdrawn)
1512.0l00-.11OO(proposed)
15 12.0100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800;
.0900; .1000; .1100 (adopted)
15 15.2550 (proposed)
1515.2550 (adopted)
1550.5000; .5010; .5020; .5030; .5040; .5050; .5060; .5070;
.5080: .5090; .5100; .5110; .5120 (adopted)
1555.000Ss.2,13; .0011; .0013 (repealed)
1556.0100-0127 (adopted)
1556.0110; .0120; .0132; .0134 (proposed)
1556.0110; .0120; .0132; .0134 (adopted)
1556.0130 (repealed)
1556.0130 (proposed repealer)
1572.0010-0050 (proposed)
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1533
2138
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5
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5
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1924
1518
1517
584

1572.0010-0050 (adopted)
1650.0010: .0030 (adopted)
1651.0040 (adopted)
2500.1100 (adopted)
Animal Health Board

1700.2800; .2850: .2900 (adopted)
1705.2400: .2430: .2434: .2440; .2460: .2472: .2474: .2476:
.2480: .2500 (adopted)
17l0.1300-.l530(proposed)
17 10.0010-. 1290 (proposed repealer)

1013
1016
2466
2466

Arts Board

1259
2404

1900.1400; .1700 (proposed)
1900.1400; .1700 (adopted)
Assessors Board

1950.1020; .1030; .1050; .1060; .1070; .1080; .1090
(proposed)

2262

Chiropractic Examiners Board

2500.0100; .0500; .1110; .1200; .2000; .2020; .2030; .2040;
.2050; .2060; .2070; .4010 (proposed)
2500.0100; .0500; .1110; .1200; .2000; .2020; .2030;
.2040; .2050; .2060; .2070; .4010 (adopted)
2500.0100; .1160; .3000; .4000 (proposed)
2500.0 100; .1160; .3000; .4000 (adopted)
2500.OlOOs.l,2; .1400 (adopted)
2500.0100 s.3,4; .2020; .2030; .2040 (proposed rule
withdrawn)
2500.1150 (proposed)
2500.1150 (adopted)
2500.2500-2530 (proposed)
2500.2500-2530 (adopted)
2500.2500-.2530(proposed)
0
2500.2500- .2530 (proposed withdrawn)
2500.2500-2550 (proposed)
2500.2500- .2550 (adopted)

1450
2265
1561
2595
1407
699
550
1407
551
2138
1447
1475
2217
2734

Commerce Department

2740.1600 (proposed)
2741.0010-0240 (proposed)
2770.9010; .9020; .9030; .9040; .9050; .9060; .9070;
.9080; .9090; .9100; .9110; .9120; .9130; .9140; .9150;
.9160; .9170 (adopted)
2808.0100-3900 (proposed)
2860.4400 (proposed)
2860.4400 (adopted)
2890.0010; .0060; .0065; .0070; .0090; .0110 (proposed)
2890.0010; .0060; .0065; .0070; .0090; .11 10 (adopted)
2872.0 100-0200 (adopted)
2890.0080 (proposed)
2890.0080 (proposed)

253
145

1264
1454
1390
2104
822
2266
1924
878
1625

Technical Colleges (Vocational Technical Education) Board

3700.0295 (proposed)
3700.0295 (correction)
3700.0295 (adopted)
3700.0296; .0298; .0450; .0768; .0845 (proposed)
3700.0381 (proposed repealer for June 30, 1993)
3700.0400; 0405; .0410; .0415; .0420; .0425;
.0430; .0435; .0770 (proposed)
3700.0400; .0405; .0410; .0415; .0420; .0425; .0430; .0435;
.0770 (adopted)
3700.0440 (proposed)
3700.0440 (adopted)
3700.0765 (proposed)
3700.0765 (adopted)
3700.1050 (proposed)
3700.1050 (adopted)
3700.1060 (proposed)
3700.1400; .1405 (proposed)
3700.1400; .1405 (adopted)
3709.0300 as 3700.0805; 3709.03 10 as 3700.0810; 3709.0140
as 3700.0815; 3709.0120 as 3700.0820; 3709.0290 as
3700.0825; 3700.0750 as 3700.0830; 3700.0 130 as
3700.0840; 3515.0800 as 3700.1595 (proposed
renumbering)

1353
1473
2308
2528
2730
Ill
1196
1406
2308
115
1196
196
1196
2037
883
1599

1870

Electricity Board

Jobs&Training Department

3300.0100; .0500; .0601 (adopted)
3321.0100; .0300; .0350; .0600; .0700; .0800; .1000; .1100;
1200; .1300 (adopted)
3325.0100; .0110; .0120; .0140; .0170; .0180; .0190; .0220;
.0240; .0250; .0260; .0290; .03 10; .0330; .0360; .0380;
.0400; .0420; .0430; .0440; .0450; .0460; .0480; .0490;
.0500 (proposed)
3325.0100 s.4; .0110 s.22,42,69,73,74,76; .0160; .0230;
.0300; .0370; .0460 s.3,5,7 (proposed repealer)
3335.00 10-0030 (emergency proposed)
3350.00 10-0200 (proposed)
(CITE 15 S.R. 2661)

Education Department

3515.0800: .9921:3700.0145: .0440; .0750: .0800: .1415;
3709.0120: .0130: .0140: .0290: .0300; .03l0(proposed) .. 1870
35 15.0900; .1000: .5500 s.9: .9942 (proposed repealer)
1870
35 15.5050: .6000:3700.0320; .0381 (proposed repealer)
2487
35 15.5050: .6000:3700.0320: .0381 (repealed)
2598
35 15.5050: .6000: .0320 (proposed repealer)
2730
3515.5100-5300 (proposed repealer)
883
3515.5500 s. 10 (proposed repealer)
2037
35 15.6005: 3700.0305: .03 10: .03 15; .0325; .0330; .0335;
2487
.0340; .0350: .0370; .0375; .0377: .0381 (proposed)
3515.6005; 3700.0305: .0310: .0315: .0325; .0330; .0335;
2598
.0340; .0350; .0370: .0375; .0377: .0381 (adopted)
3515.6005; 3700.0381 (proposed)
2730
35 15.6600 (proposed repealer)
196
3525.0200; .0550: .1100; .1150; .1310; .1320; .1325;
.1327; .1329; .1331; .1333; .1335; .1337; .1339; .1341;
.1343; .1345; .1347; .1349; .1500; .2325; .2335; .2340;
.2345; .2350; .2380; .2750; .2900; .2925; .3000; .3100;
.3300; .3500; .3800; .4100; .4200 (proposed)
2374
3525.0200 s.23; .2370; .2380 s.2; :2900 s.2,4, and 5
(proposed repealer)
2374
3530.6300; .6400 (withdrawn)
12
3530.6300; .6400 (proposed repealer)
2219
2554
3600.00 10; .0030; .0040; .0060; .0070 (proposed)
3600.1000 (proposed)
2556

618
692

1102
1102
2493
1902

3800.2650 (adopted)
3800.1700; .1800; .1900; .2000; .2100; .2200; .2300; .2400;
.2500; .2600 (proposed repealer)
3800.1700; .1800; .1900; .2000; .2100; .2200; .2300; .2400:
.2500; .2600 (repealed)
3800.3590 (proposed)
3800.3590 (adopted-effective date: July I, 1991)
3800.36 19; .3620 (proposed)
3800.3619; .3620 (adopted)

117
824
'474
1534
2266
1214
1842

Environmental Quality Board

4400.0200; .0300; .0600; .07 10; .0720; .0800; .0900;
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.1000; .1100; .1200; .1210; .1310; .1400; .1500; .2600;
.2710; .2720; .2800; .2900; .3000; .3100; .3200; .3210;
.3310; .3400; .3500; .3600; .3710; .3800; .3900; .3910;
.4000; .4100; .4200; .4500; .4900 (adopted)
4400.0700; .IIOOs.2; .1300; .2700; .3300; .3600s.I;
.3700; .3900 s.4 (repealed)
4410.7000; .7100; .7400; .7500 (adopted)
4410.7200; .7300; .7600; .7700: .7800 (repealed)

1598
1598
1597
1597

Ethical Practices Board
4500.0100; .1100; .1200; .1600; .1700; .2200; .2500: .2900;
.3200; .3300; .3500; .4300; .4400 (adopted)
4500.0100; .1100; .1200; .1600; .1700; .2200; .2500; .2900;
.3200; .3300; .3500; .4300; .4400: 4505.0100; .0200; .0300;
.0600: .0700: .0900; .l000;45l0.0l00; .0300; .0400; .0500;
.0600; .0700: .0800; .1500;45l5.0l00: .0300; .0400; .0500;
.0600: .0700: .0800 (proposed)
4500.0100: .1100; .1200; .1600; .1700; .2200; .2500; .2900;
.3200; .3300; .3500; .4300: .4400; 4505.0100; .0200; .0300;
.0600: .0700: .0900: .l000:4510.OlOO; .0300; .0400; .0500;
.0600: .0700: .0800: .1500; 4515.0100; .0300; .0400; .0500;
.0600: .0700: .0800 (withdrawn)
4510.1000 (proposed repealer)
4510.1000 (proposed repealer withdrawn)

1512

554

1226
554
1226

Health Department
4620. 1450: .1800: .3500:4625.0900; .2355; .2655:4630.1801;
.4750: .6550; 4635.0200; .2l00; 47l5.5600; 4717.0500;
985
.7000-7050: 4725 .0410; 4730.0850 (proposed)
1597
4620.1450; .1800; .3500 (adopted)
1597
4625.0900; .2355: .2655 (adopted)
4625.2650; .4630.1800:4725.0400:4727.0300 (proposed
985
repealer)
1597
4625.2650 (repealed)
1597
4630.1800 (repealed)
1597
4630.l80l; .4750; .6550 (adopted)
7
4630.1900: .2000; .22l0(proposed)
1296
4630.1900; .2000; .22l0(adopted)
l597
4635.0200; .2100 (adopted)
4635.0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800: .0900; .1000
877
(proposed repealer)
4635.0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700: .0800: .0900; 1000;
(repealed)
1512
2594
4655.9340 (proposed)
4667.0005-0030 (proposed rules withdrawn)
588
2522
4667.0005-0030 (proposed)
4668.0002-.0050 (proposed)
2668
4670.0 100; 1020; .1110; .112O; .113O; .1140; 13 10; l600:
452
.2800: .4220: .4230; .4240 (adopted)
4670.1 l00; .4210 s.2,3; .4220 s.2,3: .4230 s.2,3; .4240 s.3
452
(repealed)
1050
4670.4210; .4220; .4230: .4240 (proposed)
1699
4670.42 10: .4220; .4230: .4240 (adopted)
l778
4685.2800 (proposed)
2430
4685.2800 (adopted)
I 17
4690.5000 (adopted)
4700.1900: .2000; .2l00; .2300; .2410: .2420: .2500
(proposed)
2183
2l83
4700.2300 s.2: .2400: .2550 (proposed repealer)
47l5.0l00; .0200; .03k); .0320: .0420; .0500; .0520: .0580:
.0620: .0800: .0805: .08l0; .0820: .0860: .1220; .1240:
.1260: .1300: .1305: .1380: .l440; .1590: .l930: .1940; .1941:
.2020: .2100: .2l 10: .2120: .2l63: .2190: .2230:
76
.2260: .2440 (adopted)
.

.
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.

4715.2130; .2140; .3900: .4000 (repealed)
47 15.5600 (adopted)
47 17.0500; .7000-7050 (adopted)
4717.6000-6900 (proposed repealer)
47l7.6000-.6900 (repealed)
4720.0020; .0100; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800; .0900;
.1000; .1100; .1200; .1300; .1400; .1500; .1510; .1600;
.1700; .1800; .1900; .2000; .2100; .2200; .2400; .2500;
.2600; .3100; .3200; .3300; .3400; .3500; .3510; .3600;
.3700; .3900 (proposed repealer)
4720.0200; .0300; .0350; .0450; .0550; .2300; .3920; .3922;
.3925; .3927; .3930; .3932; .3935; .3940; .3942; .3945;
.3947; .3950; .3955; .3957; .3960; .3962; .3965; .3970
(proposed)
4720.0200; .0300; .0350; .0450; .0550; .2300; .3920; .3922;
.3925; .3927; .3930; .3932; .3935; .3940; .3942; .3945;
.3947; .3950; .3955; .3957; .3960; .3962; .3965; .3970
(adopted)
4725.0l00; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0450; .0500; .0700; .l000;
.l050; .l250; .1300; .1325; .1400; .l500; .1600; .1650:
.1675; .1685; .1700; .1800; .1820; .l825; .1830: .1835;
.1836; .1837; .1838; .1840; .l842; .1845; .1848; .l849;
.6750 (adopted)
4725.0l00 s.2,3,6,7,15,l6,18,25,3l,4l; .0600; .0700 s.2;
.0800; .0900; .l000s.l,3; .1100; .1200; .l850(repealed)
4725.04 10 (adopted)
4725.0400 (repealed)
4725.0450; .0500; .1825 (proposed)
4725.0450; .0500; .1825 (adopted)
4727.0300 (repealed)
4730.0 l00; .0200; .0300; .03 10; .0340; .0360; .0380; .0400;
.0500; .0700; .0800; .0900; .1110; .1120; .1130; .1140;
.l210; .l3l0; .l400; .1450; .1475; .l5l0; .1520: .1530;
.l6l0; .1620; .1630; .1655; .1665; .1670; .1675; .1680;
.1685; .1688; .1690; .1691; .1692; .l693; .1695; .1750;
.1850; .1950; .2050; .2l50; .2250; .2350; .2450; .2475;
.2500; .2600; .2700; .2900; .3605 (proposed)
4730.OlOOs.Il, 17,21,27,29,31, and 41; 4730.0300 s.4;
4730.0700 s. I and 2; 4730.1100; 1200; 1300; 1500; 1600;
.1650; .1660; .1700; .l800; .1900; .2000; .2100; .2200;
.2300; .2400; .3300; and .3600 (proposed repealer)
4730.0600 (proposed)
4730.0600 (adopted)
4730.0850 (adopted)
4730. 169 I s. I -6 (correction to proposed)
4740.2040 (proposed)
4740.2040 (adopted)
4750.00l0-.0050 (adopted)
4750.00 10-0700 (adopted)
4750.0 100-0800 (adopted)
.

.

.

76
1597
1597
1334
1842

1334

1334

1842

78
78
1597
1597
879
l474
1597

1946

.

1946
44
738
1597
2349
1505
2308
l847
1755
2138

Social Work Board
4740.0l00-.03l0(proposed)
4740.OlOO-.03l0 (adopted)
4740.0100-0310 (reproposed)
4740.2040 (correction)
4760.00 10-0300 (proposed)

568
l699
908
1627
l565

Pollution Control Agency
4750.00 l0-.0050 (proposed)

825

Health Department
4750.0100-0800 (proposed)
4750.0l00-.0800 (correction)
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Higher Education Coordinating Board

4810.3000-3070 (proposed)
4830.0100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500: .0600: .0700: .l550.1555: .2100; .2200; .2300; .2500; .2600; .4850.0010; .0011;
.00l4-.00l8 (reproposed)
4830.0100; .0200; .0300: .0400: .0500; .0600; .0700;
.1550; .1551; .1552; .1553;.l554; .1555; .2l00; .2200;
.2300: .2500: .2600 (adopted)
4830.0400 s.2; .3000: .3100: .3200: .3300; .3400 (reproposed
repealer)
4830.1552; .1553; .1554 (proposed)
4830.1554 s. 1.2,3 (proposed repealer)
4830.3000-3070 (adopted)
4830.6500-6520 (proposed)
4830.6500-6520 (adopted)
4830.7000-7020 (proposed)
4830.7000- .7070 (emergency proposed)
4830.7000-7070 (emergency adopted)
4830.7400 (proposed)
4830.7400 (adopted)
4830.8000; .8010; .8020; .8030; .8040; .8510; .8520;
.8530; .8540; .8550; .8560; .8570; .8580 (adopted)
4830.8000-. 8040 (emergency proposed)
4830.8000-8040 (adopted)
4830.8000-8580 (proposed)
4850.0010; .0011; .0012; .0014; .0015; .0016; .0017;
.0018 (adopted)

1290

992

1780
992
2220
2220
1925
1290
1925
1290
847
1474
1290
1925
2266
846
1474
1576
1780

Housing Finance Agency

4900.0010; .0770 (proposed)
4900.0010; .2900-2907 (adopted)
4900.1701 (proposed)
4900.1701 (adopted)
4900.1931-1937 (adopted)
4900.1925-. 1930 (adopted)
4900.2700-2707 (adopted)
4900.2800-2805 (adopted)
4900.3000-. 3050 (proposed)
4900.3000-3050 (adopted)
4900.31 00-.3 130 (proposed)
4900.3 I00-.3130 (adopted)
4900.3200; .3210; .3220; .3230; .3250; .3270;
.3290 (proposed)
4900.3200; .3210; .3220; .3230; .3250; .3270; .3290
(adopted)
4900.3300; .33 10; .3320; .3330; .3340; .3350;
.3360 (proposed)
4900.3300; .33 10; .3320; .3330; .3340; .3350; .3360
(adopted)

2699
376
374
1226
12
12
12
12
373
1225
370
1225
(394
2043
1391
2043

52 17.0300: .0400; .0500: .0600: .0700: .0800; .0900;
.1000 (adopted)
1877
52l9.0I00-.0300 (adopted)
800
5220.2645 (withdrawn)
1264
5221.0100; .2250 (adopted)
124
5221.1100: .1200: .1210; .1215: .1220; .1300; .1410; .1500;
.1600; .1800: .1900; .1950; .2000; .2050; .2070; .2100;
.2200; .2250; .2300; .2400; .2500; .2600; .2650: .2750;
.2800: .2900; .3000; .3150: .3160; .3200: .3500(adopted) . . . 738
5222.0 100; .0200; .0300; .0400: .0500; .0600; .0650;
.0700; .0750; .0900 (proposed)
1260
5222.0100: .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0650;
.0700; .0750; .0900 (adopted)
1846
5222.0100 s.5,8; .0400 s.3 (proposed repealer)
1260
5222.0 100 s.5.8; .0400 s.3 (repealed)
1846
5222.3000-.3007 (proposed)
1349
5222.3000-3007 (adopted)
1847
5226.0l00-.0300 (proposed)
431
5226.0100; .0200; .0300 (adopted)
1782
5230.0 100 (proposed)
450
5230.0 100 (proposed)
1053
5230.0 100 (reconvened hearing on proposed rules)
1875
5230.0 100 (adopted)
2492
Marriage& Family Therapy Board
5300.0 100-0360 (proposed)
167
5300.0I00-.0360 (proposed)
931
5300.0 100-0360 (proposed rules withdrawn)
1080
5300.0 100-0360 (correction)
1080
5300.0100; .0110; .0120; .0130; .0140; .0150; .0160;
.0170; .0180; .0190; .0200; .0210; .0230; .0240; .0250;
.0260; .0270; .0280; .0290; .0300; .03 10; .0320; .0330;
.0340; .0350; .0360 (adopted)
1782
Mediation Services Bureau

55l0.05l0; .1410; .1510; .l9lO; .2810(withdrawn)
452
55l0.05l0; .1410; .1510; .1910; .2810 (adopted)
1226
55l0.05l0; .2930 (proposed)
1352
55l0.OSlOs.l (withdrawn)
1226
5520.0120 s.8; .0250 s.3; .0400; .0500 s.7 (proposed repealer) . 451
5520.0120 s.8; .0250 s.3; .0400; .0500 s.7 (repealed) 2267
Medical Examiners Board

5600.0400; .0600 (adopted)
5600.2500 (proposed)
5600.2500;5601.OlOO; .0300; .0400; .0700; .0800; .1200;
.1700; .1800; .1900; .2000; .2100; .2200; .2300; .2400;
.2500; .2600; .2700; .2800; .2900 (adopted)
5601.1000; .1100 (repealed)
5605.0200; 5600.0605-.06l0 (proposed)
5605.0200; 5600.0605-.0610 (adopted)

Labor and Industry Department

Natural Resources Department

263
5200. 1100 (proposed)
965
5200.1100 (adopted)
124
5205.0010 (adopted)
726
5205.0010 (proposed)
1122
5205.0010 (adopted)
1590
5205.00 10 (proposed)
1876
5205.00 10 (adopted)
2700
5205.00 10 (proposed)
5205.1400 (proposed) 105
(472
5205.1400 (proposed)
1296
5205.1500 (adopted)
432
5205.1500 (proposed)
929
5217.0300-. 1000 (proposed)

6100.0700; .1610 (proposed)
6105.0330 (proposed)
6 105.0330 (adopted)
6ll0.0l00; .0300; .1000; .1200; .1400; .1500; .1800; .1900;
.2100 (proposed)
61 10.0100; .0300; .1000; .l200; .1400; .1500; .1800;
.1900; .2 100 (adopted)
6ll0.1500s.6; .l600s.3(proposedrepealer)
6l10.1500s.6; .1600 s.3 (repealed)
6l33.00l0-.0090 (proposed)
6135.0400; .0510; .0610; .0710; .08l0 (adopted)
6135.0500; .0600 (repealed)
6135.4900 (proposed)

(CITE 15 S.R. 2663)
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1914
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Nursing Board

6301.1700; .1800:6305.0100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500;
6310.2600; .2800; .2900; .3100; .3300; .3400; 6316.0100;
.0200: 6321.0100; .0500: 6330.0100; .0200: .0300; .0350;
.0500: 6315.0600; .0700 renumbered to 6305.0600; .0700
(adopted)
6301.OlOOs.3: .l200s.6; .1700s.2,3,4;63l0.2600s.8a,8b:
6310.3100 s.5: 6315.OlOOs.15,l6; 6330.0100 s.3,4,5;
6330.0400; .0500 s.2; .0600; .0700 (repealed)
6340.OlOO-.1100(proposed)

838

838
2558

Nursing Home Administrators Board

1078

6400.0600 (adopted)
Podiatric Medicine Board

6900.0010; .0020; .0160; .0200; .0210; .0250; .0300;
.0500 (proposed)
6900.0010: .0020: .0160: .0200: .0210: .0250:
.0300: .0500 (proposed)
6900.0010: .0020: .0160; .0200; .0210: .0250: .0300;
.0500 (adopted)

1803
2400
2629

288
7075.0 100 (adopted)
7075.1005-2550 renumbered to 7077.0500-.0445 (adopted) .. 288
7075. 1010 s.I,2,3,4; .1060 s.3,5; .1110 s.2,3,4,6;
.1410 s.3,4,5, 15; .1430 s.4; .25 10; .2540 s.2;
288
.2545 s. I (repealed)
7076.0110; .0120; .0130; .0140; .0150; .0160; .0170;
.0180; .0190; .0200; .0210; .0220; .0230; .0240; .0280
2333
(proposed)
7076.01 10 s.5,1l,16,17; .0230s.3;0240s.5
2333
(proposed repealer)
288
7077.0100-2010 (adopted)
1515
7100.0360 (repealed)
1811
7150.0010-0500 (proposed)
264
7150.0010-0700 (proposed)
1849
7150.0010-0700 (proposed rules withdrawn)
Psychology Board

905
1542
1592
2430

7200.6 100 (proposed)
7200.6 100 (adopted)
7200.6 ISO (proposed)
7200.6 150 (adopted)

Pollution Control Agency

Public Employment Relations Board

7001.0400; .3050: .3075; .3275: .3300; .3480(proposed) . .. . 2704
948
7001.0520:7045.0020: .0120: .0686 (proposed)
1877
7001.0520:7045.0020: .0120; .0686 (adopted)
7001.0640:7045.0102: .0120; .0131: .0133; .0135; .0216;
957
.0219: .0230: .0484; .0634 (proposed)
7001.0640:7045.0102: .0120; .0131; .0133; .0135: .0216;
1878
.02 19: .0230: .0484; .0634 (adopted)
7001.0700:7045.0020: .0135; .0139; .0141; .0213; .0484;
.0488: .0528; .0596; .0600; .0628; .0629; 7 100.0335; .0340;
1515
.0350 (adopted)
951
7001.3300:7035.0300: .2535: 7045.03 10 (proposed)
2106
7001.3300:7035.0300; .2535:7045.0310 (adopted)
7005.0700: .0710; .0720: .0730; .0740; .0750; .0760; .0770:
.0780: .0790: .0800; .08 10; .0820 (re-proposed
2035/2141
repealer)
993
7005.0705-0815 (proposed)
7005.0705; .07 IS; .0725; .0735; .0745; .0755; .0765; .0766;
.0767; .0775; .0785; .0795; .0796; .0805; .08 15
2035/2141
(re-proposed)
7005.0700; .07 10; .0720; .0730; .0740; .0750; .0760; .0770;
993
.0780; .0790; .0800; .08 10: .0820 (proposed repealer)
1665
7005.60 10-6080 (proposed)
7035.0300; .0400: .0600; .0605: .0700; .0800; .2525;
.2535: .2545; .2555; .2575; .2585; .2625; .2635; .2645:
2704
.2655: .2665; .2885; .2910; .2915 (proposed)
1120
7035.2685 (proposed)
2308
7035.2685 (adopted)
836
7035.9100-9150 (adopted)
801
7045.0020; .0120; .0130 (adopted)
7045.0020; .0102: .0120: .0135; .0139; .0141; .0265
2087
(proposed)
7045.0020 s. 37b and 37c as 37c and 37d respectively (adopted
1877
relettering)
7045.0075: .0532: .0534: .0538: .0630; .0632:
953
.0638 (proposed)
610
7045.0484: .0528: .0628 (proposed)
7045.0075: .0532: .0534: .0538; .0630: .0632:
1877
.0638 (adopted)
1672
7047.0001-0007 (proposed)
7050.0150: .0180: .0185: .0210: .0211: .0212: .0214; .0218;
1057
.0220: .0460: .0470 (adopted)
1057
7050.0210s.14 (repealed)

7300.0 100; .0110; .0300; .0350; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800;
.0810: .0850; .0900; .1000; .1200; .1500; .1700; .1910; .2100;
.2600; .2800; .2900; .3 100; .3200; .3300;7306.0l00; .0150;
.0200: .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; 73 15.0210; .0400: .0500;
.0650; .0900; .1000; .1100; .1200; .1300; .1800; .1900;
.2100; .2200; .2300; .2400; .2500; .2600; .2700; .2800;
.2900; 7320.0030; .0040; .0090; .0110; .0120; .0130-0220
999
(proposed)
7300.0 100: .0110; .0300; .0350; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800;
.0810; .0850; .0900; .1000; .1200; .1500; .1700; .1910; .2100;
.2600; .2800; .2900; .3100; .3200; .3300; 7306.0100; .0150;
.0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; 73 15.0210; .0400; .0500;
.0650; .0900; .1000; .1100; .1200; .1300; .1800; .1900;
.2100; .2200; .2300; .2400; .2500; .2600; .2700; .2800;
.2900; 7320.0030; .0040; .0090; .0110; .0 120; .0130-0220
2107
(adopted)
7300.0400; .1800; .2050; 7305.0100; .0200; .0300; .0500;
.0610; .0700; .0800; .0910; .1100; .l200;7310.0l00; .0200;
.0300; .0400; .0500; .0550; .0600; 73 15.2000; 7320.0030 s.9;
999
.0 120 s.2,3,4 (proposed repealer)
7300.0400; .1800; .2050; 7305.0100; .0200; .0300; .0500;
.0610; .0700; .0800; .0910; .1100; .1200; 7310.0100; .0200;
.0300; .0400; .0500; .0550; .0600; 7315.2000; 7320.0030 s.9;
2107
.0120 s.2,3,4 (repealer)
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Public Safety Department

7409.0 100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600 (adopted)
7409.0100-0600 (proposed)
7409.0100-4600 (proposed)
7502.0600 (proposed)
7502.0600 (adopted)
7503.0100; .0300; .0600; .0800; .0900; .1000; .1200; .1300;
.1600; .1700; .1750; .1800; .2000; .2200; .2300; .2400;
.2500: .2600; .2700; .2800 (proposed)
7503.0100; .0300; .0800; .0900; .1000; .1200; .1300;
.1600: .1700: .1750; .1800; .2200; .2300; .2400;
.2500: .2600; .2700; .2800 (adopted)
7506.0100-0180 (proposed)

2406
1675
2474
500
1123

1681

2406
612

Private Detective&Protective Agent Services Board

7506.0100-0180 (adopted)
7507.0100-0700 (proposed)
7507.0100-0700 (proposed)
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7520.0100: .0600: .0610: .0650: .0680: .1000: .1100
(adopted)
7520.0610 s. I: .1000 s.2,3: .1100 s.2.3 (repealed)
7520.1000; .1100 (proposed)
7520.1000; .1100 (adopted)
7530.0100; .0300: .0500; .0800; .1000; .1200: .1400; .1500
(adopted)
7535.0100-0500 (proposed)
7535.0 100-0500 (adopted)
7560.0100-0800 (proposed)
Public Service Department

838
838
1052
1699
8
1722
2734
2344

7606.0040 (proposed)
7606.0040 (adopted)
7670.0100; .0120; .0125; .0130; .0250; .0325; .0400; .0450;
.0470; .0480; .0500; .0510; .0550; .0610; .0660; .0670;
.0710; .0800; .0850; .1000 (proposed)
7670.0100; .0120; .0125; .0130; .0250: .0325; .0400; .0450;
.0470; .0480; .0500; .0510; .0550; .0610; .0660; .0670;
.07 10; .0800; .0850; .1000 (proposed rules withdrawn)
7670.0100; .0125; .0130; .0260; .0325; .0400; .0450; .0470;
.0480; .0500; .05 10; .0550; .0610; .0660; .0670; .0710;
.0800; .0850; .1000 (proposed)
7670.0100; .0125; .0130; .0260; .0325; .0400; .0450;
.0470; .0480; .0500; .0510; .0550; .0610; .0660; .0670;
.07 10; .0800; .0850; .1000 (adopted)
7670.0110; .0200; .0210; .0220; .0300; .0310; .0320; .0330;
.0340; .0520; .0540; .0600; .0620; .0630; .0640; .0650;
.0700; .0720; .0730; .0900; .0910; .0920; .0930; .0940;
.0950; .0960; .0970; .1010; .1020; .1030; .1100; .1110
(proposed repealer)
7670.0110; .0120; .0200; .0210; .0220; .0300;.0310; .0320;
.0330; .0340; .0520; .0540; .0600; .0620; .0630; .0640;
.0650; .0700; .0720; .0730; .0900; .0910; .0920; .0930;
.0940; .0950; .0960; .0970; .1010; .1020; .1030; .1100;
.1110 (proposed repealer)
7670.0110; .0200; .0210; .0220; .0300; .0310; .0320; .0330;
.0340; .0520; .0540; .0600; .0620; .0630; .0640; .0650;
.0700; .0720; .0730; .0900; .0910; .0920; .0930; .0940;
.0950; .0960; .0970; .1010; .1020; .1030; .1100; .1110
(Proposed repealer withdrawn)
Public Utilities Commission

1405
2223

7817.0100; .0300 (proposed)
7817.0100; .0300 (adopted)
7831.0100-0800 (proposed)
7831.0100-0800 (adopted)
7840. 1500-. 2000 (proposed)
7840. l500-.2000 (adopted)
7843.0 100-0600 (adopted)
Minnesota Racing Commission

2092
2734
63
1599
334
1123
336

828

1850

1831

2296
1627
2307

Revenue Department
80 19.0405 (adopted)
8019.0400 (repealed)
8092. 1400 (proposed)
8100.0200: .0700 (proposed)
8100.0200: .0700 (adopted)
8130.2350: .2500; .2600: .2700; .2900;. 3000; .3 100; .3200;
.3300: .3400: .3600: .3800: .3850; .3900: .4000; .4200;
.4300: .4400; .7300; .7400; .75(X); .7600: .7700: .7900;
.8000; .8100: .8300: .8400 (adopted)
8130.2400: .2700s.4: .2800: .3000s.9,l0; .3100s.3,4;
.3300 s.2; .4100: .4200 s.2; .760(1 s.2,3,4; .7700 s.2:
.8000 s.2,3,5: .8100 s.4: .8200; .8300 s.3,4,5 (repealed)
8 130.8900 (proposed)
8 130.8900 s.4 (proposed repealer)
8 130.9200 (proposed repealer)
8130.9200 (repealer withdrawn)
8 130.9250 (proposed)
8 130.9250 (proposed rule withdrawn)

584
584
2526
1507
2190

693

693
2484
2484
107
526
107
526

Secretary of State
2407

828

1831

1850

7870.0400; 7871.0010; 7872.0100; 7872.0100; 7873.0100;
7873.0110:7873.0185; .0186; .0190; .0192; .0195; .0198;
7875.0200; 7876.0110; 7877.0160; 7877.0170; 7879.0100;
7883.0100; .0130; .0140; 7890.0100; 7892.0120; 7895.0100;
.0125; .0275; .0350; 7897.0100; .0110; 7899.0100
(proposed)
1627
7870.0400; 7871.0010; 7872.0100; 7873.0100; 7873.0110;
7873.0185; .0186; .0190; .0192; .0195; .0198;
7875.0200; 7876.0110; 7877.0 160; 7877.0 170:
7879.0100; 7883.0100; .0130; .0140; 7890.0100;
7892.0120; 7895.0100; .0125; .0275; .0350; 7897.0100;
2307
.0110; 7899.0100 (adopted)
7870.0600-0870 (proposed)
2296
(CITE 15 S.R. 2665)

7891.0110 (proposed)
7897.0110 s.2 (proposed repealer)
7897.0110 s.2 (adopted)

8200.6400; .9115 (proposed)
8200.6400; .9115 (adopted)
8205.1000 (proposed)
8205.1000 (adopted)
82 10.0200; .99 15 (Emergency proposed)
82 10.0200; .99 15 (proposed)
8210.0200; .9915 (proposed)
8250.0360; .1400; .1550 (proposed)
8250.0360; .1400; .1550 (adopted)
8250.1700 (proposed)
8250. 1700 (adopted)

1694
2308
1694
2308
308
1011
1641
1694
2308
44
802

Water & Soil Resources Board
8405.0100-0230 (proposed)
8405.0100-0230 (adopted)

501
1312

Teaching Board
8700.0100; .0200; .02 10; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0501;
.2000; .2500; .2900; .3200; .3300; .35 10; .3900; .4000;
.4300; .4400; .4500; .4600; .5300; .6410; .7 100; .7300;
.7400; .7800; .8010; .8020; .8040: .8110; .8120; .8140;
.9010; 8750.0060; .0082; .0240; .0500; .0520; .1000;
.1240; .1560; .1580; .1700; .1800;. 1820; .1840; .1860;
.1880; .1900; .1920; .1930; .1940: .1960; .1980; .2000;
.2020; .2040; .2060; .2100; .2120: .3010; .3250; .3300;
.3350; .3450; .3500; .3800; .3810: .3820; .3830; .3840;
.4200: .6200; .8000 (proposed)
8700.0100; .0200; .0210; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0501;
.2000; .2500; .2900; .3200; .3300: .35 10; .3900; .4000;
.4300; .4400; .4500; .4600; .5300; .6410; .7100; .7300;
.7400; .7800; .8010; .8020; .8040; .8110; .8120; .8140;
.9010:8750.0060; .0082; .0240; .0500; .0520; .1000;
.1240; .1560; .1580; .1700; .1800; .1820; .1840; .1860;
.1880; .1900; .1920; .1930; .1940; .1960; .1980; .2000;
.2020; .2040; .2060; .2 100; .2120; .3010; .3250; .3300:
.3350; .3450; .3500: .3800; .38 10; .3820; .3830; .3840;
.4200; .6200; .8000 (adopted)
8700.2810: .7710 (adopted)
8700.2900 s.5; .3510 s.7; .4000 s.6: .4100 s.2; .4200 s.2;
.4600 s.4,5; .7300 s.3; .7400 s.2 (proposed repealer)
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8700.2900 s.5: .3510 s.7; .4000 s.6; .4100 s.2; .4200 s.2;
.4600 s.4 and 5; .7300 s.3: .7400 s.2 (repealed)

2267

Transportation Department

8810.8000: .8100; .8110. .8200; .8300: .8400; .8500
(proposed)
8810.8000: .8100; .8110; .8200; .8300; .8400;
.8500 (adopted)
8810.9000; .9100; .9200; .9300; .9400; .9500 (proposed)
8810.9000; .9100: .9200; .9300; .9500; .8820.0100; .0600;
.0700; .0800; .1000; .1400; .1500; .1800; .1900; .2000;
.2100; .2300; .2400; .2500; .2700; .2800; .2900; .3 100;
.3300: .3400: .9910; .9925; .9930; .9935; .9940; .9945;
.9950: .9955: .9960; .9965: .9970 (adopted)
88 10.9800 (proposed repealer)
8820.0100; .0600: .0700; .0800; .1000; .1400; .1500; .1800;
.1900; .2000; .2100; .2300; .2400; .2500; .2700; .2800;
.2900: .3100: .3300: .3400; .9910; .9925; .9930; .9935:
.9940: .9945; .9950: .9955: .9960; .9965; .9970 (proposed)
8820.0100: .0600: .0700: .0800: .1000; .1400: .1500; .1800:
.1900: .2000: .2100: .2300: .2400; .2500; .2700; .2800;
.2900: .3 100: .3300: .3400: .9910; .9925; .9930; .9935;
.9940: .9945: .9950; .9955; .9960; .9965; .9970
(proposed)
8820.0100: .0600: .0700: .0800; .1000; .1400; .1500:
.1800: .1900: .2000: .2100: .2300: .2400: .2500: .2700;
.2800: .2900: .3100: .3300: .3400: .9910; .9925; .9930:
.9935: .9940; .9945: .9950; .9955; .9960; .9965:
.9970 (adopted)
8820.99 I 1-9910 (proposed repealer)
8820.991 1-9919 (proposed repealer)
8820.9911: .9912: .9913; .9914: .9915: .9916; .9917; .9918;
.9919 (repealed)
8820.99l1-.9919(repealed)

45
963
46

1516
46

46

1354

2596
1354
46
1516
2596
2096
2732

Pollution Control Agency Waste Management Office

9205.0400: .0410; .0420: .0430: .0435: .0445
2038
(proposed)
9205.0410s.2.3.5.8,9,l0,l2,13,l4, and 15; 9205.0420 s.4:
9205.0440; .0450: .0460: .0470; .0480 (proposed repealer) 2038
Waste Management Office

9210.0100: .0110: .0120; .0130: .0131; .0132; .0140:
.0150; .0160: .0170: .0180; .0400; .0410; .0420; .0425;
.0435: .0440: .0450; .0460; .0500; .05 10; .0520; .0530;
.0540: .0550: .0560: .0570 (adopted)
9210.1000: .1010; .1020: .1030: .1040; .1050;
1060 (adopted)
9210.0100: .0110: .0120: .0130: .0131; .0140; .0150; .0160;
.0170: .0180: .0400; .0410; .0420; .0425; .0435; .0440;
.0450: .0460; .0500; .05 tO: .0520: .0530; .0540; .0550:
.0560: .0570 (adopted)
9210.0100 s.2.3; .0120 s.l-4; .0160 s.3; .0400 s.2,12; .0420
s.4.5: .0430: .0440 s.3.4: .0450 s. I (repealed)
92 10.0100 s.2 .3: .0120 s. 1-4: .0160 s. 3: .0400 5.2. 12:
.0420 s.4.5: .0430: .0440 s.3,4: .0450 s. I (repealed)
9210.0600-0645 (proposed)
9210.0600-0645 (comment period extended)
9210.0600-0645 (adopted)
9210.0700-0770 (proposed)
9210.0700-0770 (comment period extended)
9210.0700-0770 (adopted)
PACE 2666

1356
733
1597
733
1597

Human Services Department

Transportation Regulation Board

8920.0100-4000 (proposed)
8920.0 100-4000 (re-proposed)

9210. 1000; .1010; .1020; .1030; .1040; .1050; .1060
(proposed)
9220.0800; .0805; .0810: .0815; .0820; .0825; .0830;
.0835 (proposed)
9220.0800; .0805; .0810; .0815; .0820; .0825; .0830;
.0835 (adopted)
9220.0800 s.6 (proposed repealer)
9220.0800 s.6 (repealed)

695
2049

839
695
839
184
336
964
190
385
1017

2404
9500. 1070 s.l2,13,14,15 (repealed)
9500.1202; .1206; .1211; .1213; .1215; .1219; .1221;
.1223; .1225; .1226; .1231; .1232; .1233; .1235; .1237;
.1239: .1243; .1245; .1248; .1251; .1254; .1256; .1259;
654
.1261; .1272 (proposed)
9500.1202; .1206; .1211; .1213; .1215; .1219; .1221;
.1223; .1225; .1226; .1231; .1232; .1233; .1235; .1237;
.1239; .1243; .1245; .1248; .1251; .1254; .1256; .1259;
1842
.1261;.l272(adopted)
9500.1205; .1206s.19,3l; .1209; .1210; .1212; .1214; .1216;
.1217; .1218; .1220; .1222; .1224; .l226s.2,3,4; .1227;
.1228; .1229; .1230; .1232s.l,2,3; .1238; .1240; .1242;
.1246; .1248 s.l,2; .1252; .1257; .1258; .1260; .1262;
.1264; .1266; .1268; .1270; .1300; .1302; .1304; .1306;
.1308; .1310; .1312; .1314; .1316; .1318 (proposed repealer) . .654
9500.1205; .1206s.l9,3l; .1209; .1210: .1212; .1214;
.1216; .1217; .1218; .1220; .1222; .1224; .l226s.2,3,4;
.1227; .1228; .1229; .1230; .l232s.l,2,3; .1238; .1240;
.1242; .1246; .1248s.l,2; .1252; .1257; .1258; .1260;
.1262; .1264; .1266; .1268; .1270; .1300; .1302; .1304;
.1306; .1308; .1310; .1312; .1314; .1316; .1318 (repealed) . . 1842
120
9500.1272 (adopted)
9500.1450; .1451; .1452; .1453; .1454; .1455; .1457; .1458;
2024
.1459; .1460;. 1462; .1463 (proposed)
9500.1451 s.2,3,5,11,12, and l8;9600.l459s.2,3,and4;
2024
9500.1463 s. I and 2 (proposed repealer)
9500.2060; .2100; .2140; .2340; .2380; .2420; .2440;
.2500; .2580; .2640; .2680; .2700; .2740; .2800, .2820;
117
.2880 (adopted)
117
9500.2060 subpart 118 (repealed)
474
9502.0335; 9543.0010-0150 (proposed)
9502.0335 s.3, 14,16; .0341 s.I ,9a; 9545.0020 s.3,9;
474
9555.5415; .6145 s.6 (proposed repealer)
9502.0335; 9503.0030; 9525.0235; .1520; .2020; 9530.4270;
9543.3000-3090; 9545.0090; 9555.6 125; .9620;
486
9502.0335 s.7 (proposed)
9502.0335; .9503.0030; .9525.0235; .1520; .2020; .9530.4270;
9543.3000; .3010: .3020; .3030; .3040; .3050; .3060; .3070
2043
.3080; .3090; 9545.0090; 9555.6125; .9620; (adopted)
2043
9502.0335 s.7; 9525.1520s.5 (repealed)
9502.0335 s.3.14,l6; .0341 s.l,9a; 9545.0020 s.3,9;
2105
9555.5415; .6145 s.6 (repealed)
2105
9502.0335; 9543.0010-0150 (adopted)
255
9505.0255 (proposed)
910
9505.0255 (adopted)
9505.0290; .0295; .0385; .0386; .0390; .0391 .0392; .0410;
1398
.0411; .0412(proposed)
9505.0290; .0295; .0385; .0386; .0390; .0391; .0392;
2404
.0410; .0411; .0412 (adopted)
1398
9505.0290 s. 12,13.14.15 (proposed repealer)
2295
9505.0323 (proposed)
2563
9505.1750-2150 (repealed)
1579
9505. 1750-.2 ISO (proposed repealer)
1579
9505.2 160-2245 (proposed)
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9505.2 160-2245 (adopted)
9505.2395; .2440: .2445: .2455: .2465: .2490 (proposed)
9505.2395: .2440: .2445: .2455: .2465: .2490 (comment
period extended)
9505.2395: .2440: .2445: .2455: .2465: .2490 (proposed
withdrawn)
9505.2445 s.2 (proposed repealer)
9505.2445 s.2 (comment period extended)
9505.2445 s.2 (proposed repealer withdrawn)
9530.6605: .6640: .6650: .7000: .7031 (adopted emergency)
9505.3500-3700 (proposed)
9505.3500: .35 10: .3520; .3535; .3540; .3545; .3550: .3560:
.3570; .3575; .3580; .3585; .3600; .3610; .3620; .3622:
.3624; .3626; .3630; .3635: .3640; .3650: .3660; .3670:
.3680; .3690 (adopted)
9520.0300; .03 10: .0320 (repealed)
9525.1520 s.5 (proposed repealer)
9530.6600; .6605; .6615; .6620; .6625; .6630; .663 I;
.6640; .6641; .6650; .6655; .7000; .7021;
.7031 (proposed)

2563
256
385
1017
256
385
1017
627
414

1513
1515
486

2257

9530.6605: .6640: .6650: .7000: .7031 (emergency extended)
9530.6650 s.3 (emergency repealer extended)
9560.6650 s.3 (emergency repealer)
9530.6650 s.3 (proposed repeal)
9530.6655 (proposed withdrawn)
9530.6655 (proposed rule withdrawn)
9530.6655: .7000: .70 12: .7015: .7020: .7022;
.7024 (adopted)
9530.7020 s.3.4 (repealed)
9549.0059 (proposed)
9560.0410; .0420; .0430: .0440; .0450; .0460: .0470;
.0475; .0480: .0485 (proposed)
9560.0410; .0420; .0430; .0440; .0450; .0460: .0470;
.0475; .0480; .0485 (adopted)
9575.0010; .0300: .0310; .0350; .0380; .0850: .1500
(adopted)
9575.03 10 s. I; .1500 s.2,3,5,6.8,9.l I (repealed)
9575.1500 (proposed)
9575.1500 (adopted)
9580.0 100: .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600 (repealed)

1543
1543
627
2257
1366
1540
1540
1540
2034
1535
2533
452
452
1046
1697
508

What's your school system like?

4VA/)WA

4

School Express
I

I

II,

School District Profile 1988-89. Comparative enrollment, staffing and financial
data on Minnesota's school districts. Includes an evaluation of the statistical
content with commentary on trends and patterns. 56 PP. Stock #5-3. $5.00.

The School Book 1990-91. Before you enroll your child in school, read this
comprehensive guide to elementary schools in the Twin Cities. Lists school
addresses/phone, staffing information, MTC bus connections, class size,
student/teacher ratio, grading and curriculum. From the Citizens League. 554
pp. Stock #40-9. $12.95.
Education Directory 1990-91. Complete list of schools, and school districts,
their principals and superintendents. Also includes non-public schools, regional
public library systems, state agencies, boards, and councils. 170 pp. Stock
#1-93.$9.95.

TO ORDER: Send to Minnesota's Bookstore, 117 University Avenue, St. Paul, MN 55155. Call (612) 297-3000, or toll-free in Minnesota: 1-800657-3757. Minnesota residents please include 6% sales tax. On all orders, add $2.00 per order for handling. Prepayment is required. Please include
daytime phone. VISA/MasterCard and American Express orders accepted over phone and through mail. Prices are subject to change. FAX: (612)
296-2265.
Publication editors: As a public service please reprint this ad in your publications. Thank you.
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